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Spectrum Analysis

The spectrum of a waveform describes the amplitudes of the different frequencies that construct the
waveform. The spectrum can be constructed using the Fast Fourier Transform functions, which have
implementations provided by Numpy.

To start, I will use the signal generator to produce a sine wave. Then, read a block to be processed. I used the
built-in signal generator, with parameters for a sine wave at 1 kHz.

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_sig_gen_built_in(
device.handle,
0,
400_000,
1,
1000.0,
1000.0,
0.0,
0.1,
0,
1_000

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Then, I ran a block with a desired timebase of 20_000.

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 20_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

I modified the get_timebase function to return the interval in seconds. To do this, I created a list of the SI
multipliers, and then returned the interval multiplied by the appropriate SI multiplier.

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
intervals = [1e-15, 1e-12, 1e-9, 1e-6, 1e-3, 1]

...
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return current_timebase - 1, old_time_interval * intervals[time_units.value]

Multiple Plots

To plot the spectrum, it will be useful to have a second set of axis. Fortunately, the plt.subplots function
can be easily adapted to produce two sets of axis rather than just one. To create two rows, the function can
be called as

plt.subplots(rows=2, cols=1)

This will be the preferred orientation that I will use, because the data is longer than it is tall. However, you can
freely switch this to use two columns instead if you wish to.

The return value of this function changes too, however. Instead of using fig, ax = plt.subplots() to
unpack, now I will use the following.

fig, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(nrows=2, ncols=1)

This sets ax1 as the variable representing the top chart, and ax2 representing the bottom chart.

Fast Fourier Transform

To calculate the spectrum, a function called the Fast Fourier Transform can be used. The Fourier Transform
is a complex function that translates a waveform into its corresponding frequencies, and the FFT is an
optimized version of this function that can be run quickly on a computer. Numpy conveniently has a module
called ‘fft’ that contains a number of useful FFT functions for different numbers of dimensions. The functions
I will use are

• numpy.fft.fft, which takes a waveform and applies the one-dimensional Fourier Transform.
• numpy.fft.fftfreq, which takes a number and a sampling frequency, and gives the corresponding
frequency values for each output of the fft function.

Using this, the values for each axis can be formed, and then plotted.

fourier = np.fft.fft(channel_a_mv)
freqs = np.fft.fftfreq(len(channel_a_mv), d=interval)

Then, plot these using pyplot on the second axis ax2.

ax2.plot(freqs, np.abs(fourier))

The np.abs function is used to take the absolute value of each function, since the values produced by fft
are complex numbers. This produces a plot like so.
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The harmonics of the wave can be seen clearly, but the chart is mirrored down the center unnecessarily. To
get around this, a filter can be applied to each axis to only get the positive results.

fourier = np.fft.fft(channel_a_mv)
freqs = np.fft.fftfreq(len(channel_a_mv), d=interval)
filter = freqs > 0

ax2.plot(freqs[filter], np.abs(fourier[filter]))

This now produces just the values right of 0.
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The vertical axis currently has no scale. The linear axis will scale linearly with the peak amplitude of the
signal, and this can be seen by halving the peak to peak of the generated signal. When halved, the peaks of
the amplitude in the spectrum also halves. To determine the actual scale of the vertical axis, a sine wave can
be generated. The sine wave will generate a single peak on the spectrum, which is useful for seeing how the
vertical scale is calibrated.

Depending on the frequency of the wave generated, the peak can reach 350 000. This suggests that the
vertical scale is comparable to microvolts. The frequency used can cause variations in this peak though. If
an incomplete number of cycles are recorded, the FFT calculates a wider number of frequencies present.
Here are 2 examples, one at 8.0 kHz and one at 8.1 kHz
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Sometimes, it is preferable to view the data on a logarithmic scale, to make it easier to view less prevalent
frequencies. The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale that can be applied to view the data. Decibels is a
power scale, and using the power equation for circuits, we can find that power is proportional to the square
of voltage. I will also be using a reference point of 1 microvolt, so 0 dBµV = 1 µV.
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We have that Power ~ Voltage², and the relationship between decibels and power is that P Power = log10 P
dB. This can become V µV = V 2 Power = log10 V

2 dBµV. This can be reduced by log laws down to 2 log10 V .
This can be plotted by replacing the current line to plot it with the following:

ax2.plot(freqs[filter], 2 * np.log10(np.abs(fourier[filter])))

Inverse Fourier Transform

The waveform can be reconstructed from its spectrum using the inverse fourier transform, which is exposed
by Numpy under numpy.fft.ifft. I expanded the plot to add a third row, then used the ifft function to
reconstruct the original waveform.

reconstructed = np.real(np.fft.ifft(fourier))
ax3.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), reconstructed)

Highpass and Lowpass Filters

Highpass and lowpass filters are a method to mask the spectrum to produce a waveform that consists just
of the lower or higher frequencies of the original wave. This can be useful for filtering out noise; at the low
end, this could be the mains frequency or at the high end this could be random background noise.

In a low pass filter, only frequencies below a certain threshold are retained. To achieve this, I first constructed
an artificially noisy signal.
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This signal was made by adding together 2 sine waves with a lot of random noise.

As before, the ifft perfectly rebuilds the initial waveform. However, since the initial fft provides us with
knowledge of all the present frequencies, it is now possible to filter out the frequencies that we don’t care
about.

Similar to how previously the values less than zero were filtered, we can apply filters to filter out bands of
frequencies, and logically combined these filters. First, I created a filter to only select the values from 0 to 0.2.

noise_filter = (freqs < 0.2) & (freqs > 0)
filtered_fourier = fourier[noise_filter]

reconstructed = np.real(np.fft.ifft(filtered_fourier, n=len(times)))
ax3.plot(times, reconstructed)

I also added another plot to plot the Fourier Transform of the filtered waveform.
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This forms a lowpass filter.

For a highpass filter, the reverse needs to be done. However, it works slightly differently. The line
fourier[noise_filter] removes the elements from the array that are outside of the filter. However, in
the case of a highpass filter, removing the elements would alter the waveform. If a high pass filter was used
at 0.1, the frequencies outside of the filter (those less than 0.1) would be removed, so the frequencies after
the threshold will move down. So instead of removing the elements, they must be zeroed.

For this, the ~ operator is used. ~ is the bitwise NOT operator in Python, which in this context will invert a filter.
noise_filter = freqs > 0.1
fourier[~noise_filter] = 0

reconstructed = np.real(np.fft.ifft(fourier, n=len(times)))
ax3.plot(times, reconstructed)

Bandpass Filters

More filters can be added to filter out other sections. The pipe symbol (|) can be used to combine filters into
a union, whereas the ampersand symbol (&) can be used to combine filters as an intersection.
# this filter selects the sections where 0 < F < 0.015, or 0.15 < F < 0.2
noise_filter = ((freqs > 0) & (freqs < 0.015)) | ((freqs > 0.15) & (freqs < 0.2))
# then, zero the frequencies outside of the filter
fourier[~noise_filter] = 0
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reconstructed = np.real(np.fft.ifft(fourier, n=len(times)))
ax3.plot(times, reconstructed)

Filtering Based on Amplitude

Another way to filter would be to only keep frequencies that are above a certain threshold. In this signal, there
is a lot of low amplitude noise which can be effectively filtered out by this method.

noise_filter = np.abs(fourier) < 100
fourier[noise_filter] = 0
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filtering out the low amplitude frequencies does have other effects on the output waveform, for example in
this case, the amplitude of the output wave appears to gradually increase and then decrease again.

Other Spectral Analysis Tools

The scipymodule has a page dedicated to digital signal processing, and the functions they expose. Scipy
is in many ways a superset to Numpy’s functionality, offering more advanced functionality. Scipy can be
installed separately with pip, similar to how Numpy is installed.

pip install scipy

TheScipy docs has the following page on signal processing: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/signal.html.
All functions there can be accessed via scipy.signal, once Scipy is imported with import
scipy.signal.

Finding Peaks

Scipy provides the function find_peaks, which will identify all local maxima within a signal. It returns the
location of each peak, and an array of properties which details other attributes of the peak.

peaks, properties = scipy.signal.find_peaks(channel_a_mv)

peaks will hold the times of each peak, and properties will hold the properties of the corresponding peak.
To plot the peaks, the Axis.plot function can be reused, but to specify to not draw a line, an extra argument
needs to be passed.
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ax1.plot(peaks, channel_a_mv[peaks], ".")

This requires that channel_a_mv is a Numpy array, which can be converted with channel_a_mv =
np.array(channel_a_mv). This plots a dot on each peak.

To get the maximum on a given section of signal, the max function can be used to get the position. First, I
turned the peaks list into a list of pairs of each point using list comprehension.

[(peak, channel_a_mv[peak]) for peak in peaks], key=lambda x: x[1]

Then, the point of the maximum can be identified by taking the maximum of this list, using the key as a
function to select the y-axis coordinate.

max_peak = max([(peak, channel_a_mv[peak]) for peak in peaks], key=lambda x: x[1])

I then plotted this point and drew a horizontal line across it.
# The * operator here is the unpack operator. It expands the elements of the pair
# into the arguments of the function.
ax1.plot(*max_peak, 'x', color='red')
ax1.axhline(y=max_peak[1], color='red')
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